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Class C IP Address is responsible to give the unique identity to every website meant for supporting
the money making site of a webmaster. Without the perfect set of C Class IPs, there can never be a
successful SEO package capable of drawing more PR, web traffic or sales revenues in SEO hosting.

Class C IPs are the foundation stone in SEO hosting websites, after successful organic SEO
hosting these IPs host the various websites on the web, hiding the true relationship between all the
sites. This is essential for SEO Hosting as no site is allowed to have more than one link from sites of
a common owner; only Class C IPs make it possible.

In organic SEO Hosting all the sitesâ€™ content, graphics and scripts are optimized in order to reduce
the storage space on the server and increase the response time as well as uptime of the server.
Scripts are called externally and Alt tags with Meta tags are placed wisely to make the visit of
search spiders and visitors easier. Page flow of every site is simplified as well so that upon
successful visit the search engine spiders can rank the micro sites better.

All the C Class IPs are gathered across diverse range and block of C Class and equipped with
distinct name servers, rDNS and who.is information. As a result all the sites get their different
identity and hide the underlying relationship to deceive the search spiders. It avoids the risk of
penalties and improves the chances of high ranks.

When the collective rank of each site is passed to the money making site through link juice, the
overall rankings of the money site increases enhancing the PR of the money site along with it.
Getting high PR pushes the money site to get featured on the top list of leading SERPs and visitors
get to know about the site when they browse for that specific target keyword under the same niche.
High positioned sites get maximum visitors and with lucrative content the visitors feel interested to
sign up for the services offered by the money site.

After successfully reaching the top spot of SERPs, a money site automatically gets popularity and
gains more business deals that improve the revenues. Having Class C IPs across varied geographic
region can possibly bring more popularity for the money site and increase the profit margin.

When you plan to target a specific location for business, buy servers and IPs across that region to
reduce maintenance costs and improve the communication with server. This would definitely give
you more opportunity to grow in business.
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SEOHost.com is one of the premier portals on the World Wide Web which has been formulated with
the intention of providing a Class C Ip Address options for webmasters around the world who seek a
way to ensure that their websites reach the top ranks of all major search engines. In this innovative
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technique of a VPS Host.
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